SP5 fixes list.txt
Key
Summary
--------TD-21230
Cannot connect to oracle with special german characters
TD-21358
String Data, Right truncation with union statement and bind
variable over 20 characters
TD-21367
SQLServer Native Client returns 'String data, length mismatch'
TD-21398
Problem with the cQuickGraph control
TD-21449
Multiple calls to VisXXX functions crashes application.
TD-21516
Displaying a simple form with CreateDesignWindow CDK function
throws All Files (*.*)|*.*|| error.
TD-21779
Ufc Chart Control does not allow scrolling x axis for a bar
chart.
TD-21904
Text alignment in the summary fields does not match the text
alignment of the associated column
TD-21905
The text in the summary fields is not centered vertically within
the fields
TD-21908
It is not possible to create no border graph
TD-22112
Labels are not shown completely and the tooltip is also not
displayed correctly in a graph
TD-22204
After clicking on a checkbox and setting focus on another table,
SAM_AnyEdit makes the checkbox behave incorrectly
TD-22348
Invalid table query context when SAM_RowValidate returns
VALIDATE_Cancel: new findings - case1
TD-22374
nvarchar2 over 256 use to work with long string, now needs
string.
TD-22376
SQLSERVER with comments in query gives "invalid character" error
TD-22392
SalReportPrinterTray function shows the incorrect tray
TD-22394
Wrong behavior by scrolling in the table window
TD-22421
SalReportPrintToFile function using RTF Format, crashes TD
TD-22505
CLONE - Non random application crash due to stack-based buffer
overrun - need ported to other branches after testing
TD-22535
.NET SB connection failure after error 1801 or 1312
TD-22549
Qualifying an into variable with the class name instance
variable in a select statement causes an error
TD-22559
GDI-leak if *.ico files are used on buttons only with WS32
TD-22607
X-axis labels show incorrectly for all 3D charts
TD-22620
Wrong focus/activation within TABBAR in specific scenario
TD-22636
WIN32 TDWS interop issue consuming complex (XROUTE Web Service)
TD-22663
TDWS issue receiving intl. chars such as ö, ä, ü...
TD-22667
Memory leaks in SalStrToMultiByte and SalStrToWideChar
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